THE NEW 420 RENEGADE IS READY FOR A
FISHING ADVENTURE
The 420 Renegade is the latest release by Quintrex and is already a favourite
among keen fisherman earning the title of the ultimate no-fuss fishing vessel.
The 420 is available as a tiller steer or side console and is the smallest in the new
Renegade range, which has been expanded to include the 440, 460, 490 and 520
models.
Don’t be fooled by the size of this fishing machine the 420 Renegade provides a
surprising amount of internal space and with a beam of 2.06m it can carry up to four
passengers along with all your fishing equipment.
This beamy and stable boat has all the fishing essentials, complete with carpeted
casting platforms, fold down pedestal seats allowing plenty of room for fishing gear
and with 360 degree fishablity there will never be the one that got away.
Built with 3.00mm plate look bottomsides and topsides and with a rating of 30-50hp
you will be amazed at the versatility of this fishing machine while the tough plates
ensure safety.
Dealer Principal Hughie Lewis said Quintrex are focussing on providing customers
with top of the range elementary fishing boats.
‘With the size of the beam the 420 really impresses with the room and volume it
provides and with the inclusion of the live bait tanks and tackle trays you are really
getting value for your dollars,’ he said.
Fitted with a rear casting platform complete with live bait tank and four rod holders
the 420 Renegade is built to handle reefs, estuaries, rivers and impounds.
This no frills, no fuss fishing machine has all the fishing essentials but if you’re after
something a little more personal the 420 Renegade can be optioned up with a variety
of extras.
Options include a painted hull, vinyl wrap, Mark-5X Fishfinder, 50lt underfloor fuel
tank, a high motorwell and live bait tank in the rear deck.
The 420 Renegade is available as a Quintrex ‘Instant Boating Package’, with
everything you need to get you straight out on the water including Quintrex trailer,
engine and a three year warranty for peace of mind.
For more information on the 420 Renegade or the entire Quintrex range visit
www.quintrex.com.au

